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Jan 27, 2018 

 

Dear Lovelies, 

I am writing to invite you to be a part  

of a new art project, the “small beauty 

book club” where people will read a 

book, discuss it with others in an on-line 

group conversation, and then create 

something inspired by the text. 

  

R E A D I N G  

The first book is Small Beauty by 

jia qing wilson-yang. (176 pages) 

(Winner of the 2017 Lambda Literary 

Award for Transgender Fiction.) 

 

This novel, published by Canadian indie 

press Metonymy, tells the story of Mei.  

"Coping with the death of her cousin, 

she abandons her life in the city to live  

in his now empty house in a small town. 

There she connects with his history  

as well as her own, learns about her 

aunt’s long-term secret relationship,  

and reflects on the trans women she has 

left behind." (Goodreads)/  

 

I have not yet read this book, and I want 

to read it with you! If you're game, let me 

know--and please get the book by 

February 3. 

 

It can be purchased directly from 

metonymy through the link above.  

We can also work out ways to share  

our copies.  

 

D I S C U S S I N G  

Approximately 4-6 weeks later--between 

March 3-March 18--we'll have a book 

club meeting (using Zoom on-line video 

technology). There we'll discuss 

impressions, questions and 

interpretations . . . 

C R E A T I N G 

Inspired by the text and our 

conversation, each person will create 

a small beauty: a letter, poem, story, 

drawing, question, diagram, map, 

photo, sculpture, dance, film, translation, 

conversation, whatever you'd like . . . 

 

Over the 5-8 weeks after the book club--

between April 7-April 28--we'll start 

uploading/ sharing our small beauty 

responses. Submissions can stay 

private; or, on-line journal Full Stop has 

already expressed interest in featuring 

some of these in an on-line folio. But no 

need to put the cart before the horse. 

Let's read the book and see what 

happens!  

  

If you're interested, please reply to this 

e-mail and let me know. Over the course 

of the project (2-3 months), I'll send out 

reminders as well as discussion 

questions and related links. 

 

This project is an experiment in joy. 

Hope you'll join me! 

 

Love, 

Gabrielle 

 

 

http://metonymypress.com/product/small-beauty/
http://www.antiochcollege.edu/news/archive/call-response-artists-announce-call-experiments-joy
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“All the movement around her, 

the movement that comes from her presence in the lake” 

-Jia Qing Wilson-Yang, Small Beauty 
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Aisha Sabatini Sloan 
 

 

 

 

 

  
 

Grid      
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Anna Martine Whitehead < 

 

 

 

 

 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JKi1_vvoPBQ&feature=youtu.be 

 

  

https://youtu.be/JKi1_vvoPBQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JKi1_vvoPBQ&feature=youtu.be
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Ching-In Chen 

 

 
(Hiding) More Names 

  

 

from the large elephant house lighting the path to the dried-up well  

         short shrub of breath a storm 

of dust trailing a young thin soldier we left atop the thorns   

        those plying plants so dull we 

replaced each lid and refused to bite into them when placed full intact on a plate  

 

 instead we split our tongues into two caverns and waited 

 

we kept our hair as thin as the mountain  

      no one told me that I would return  

 

          no one asked me who 

my father was    

 

* 

 

 a wrong sprout 

 

in our backyards full of cymbals  

     we grew back our fingers no bright penny mouth  

 

 no man at his throat 

     I ask your belly is this wrong   I graze my skin with your 

palm 

 

* 

 

you half man half cyborg?   

   You chaser? You crier? You forest goer? Flat feet falling in the blood? 

 

You halfsie and a coral? You limb lover you ape grower you fig leaf for a shawl you melter you 

hailer of fists? 
   You sun chaser? You woman then man? You halfsie in the woods?  

          You a chaser? And a 

counter? A kin?  

 

* 

 

 

 

In the lit house, a dried up man come to chase a storm.  
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       In another myth, he is father, a plant so dull, 

he replaced each mouth with leaves.  

     What we cannot say, we wait for. What we cannot grow,  

we eat. 

 

In the dry house, we bite into a bright skin full of flat surfaces.  

         We give pleasure in a lowly 

way.  

   I can’t say where we lost the hair, except to know that it was a family lineage to sprout wrongly 

and loudly.  

  To arrest your blood in its place, to hail your fists after sun.  

         To demand your farm grow 

the appropriate fruit by its correct name. 

 

In the electronic house, I return to the soldier who has no mother.  

                He views himself as a full thorn 

intact in the woods.  

   He grows despite himself.  

      In the woods, the men tear his throat with their 

song.  

 I run after him for protection since he’s survived this long.  

        He doesn’t want my trail, stuffing his 

fist in his mouth.  

   I persist in the mountain, after the scent and the shock of the sky. 

 

 

No one asks me where I’m from anymore.  

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dennie Eagleson 
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Astral Bones 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Essie Schlotterbeck 
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Copper Wire Mobile (detail) 
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Copper Wire Mobile 
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Gabrielle Civil  
 

Emanations  

 (for Jia Qing) 

   

 

How do I arrive? On zoom, over zoom. From a puddle of vomit, emanations. You write: 

 

Nothing almost about this situation. Frequency. A grid of shadow and light. The tiles are 

 

white and set in a black grout, which she notices for the first time. How the downy goose 

 

on the cover calls me for convening. How the blue emanates lake and sky, turns later into 

 

a dirty joke. Still melancholy. Syncretic. Almost Haitian like almost everything. A doubling. 

 

Beak open and shut tight, I wonder: which before or after? Stop-motion insistence. Numb. 

 

A tone of grief. A cuddling of ghosts. A tracking of entrances and exits. The contrast is stark 

 

and gives her the impression she is somehow represented on a graph. And, in a corner of 

 

All That Remains To Be Seen, a parade for Nelson Mandela. Surfacing and rendering time 

 

Howardena Pindell accordions memory into strips. She draws into the spaces, the horns,  

 

the cars and cheers. Her mass ripples the meeting of water and air. So together, we become  

 

everything. Now and then. An ushanka, a canoe, a velvet-lined box. A stash of photographs. 
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Hannah Ensor 
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Heather Christle 

 

 

SELF CHECKOUT LINE 

for Jia Qing Wilson-Yang and Renée Gladman 

 

It is possible 

to think 

 

one is working 

in pursuit 

 

of the strangeness 

only to learn 

 

the wrong screen 

has replicated  

 

a version 

of itself again 

 

What might 

we scan 

 

on this 

wonky grid 

 

It is possible 

we cannot know 

 

which parts 

touch the area 

 

below with  

light we  

 

cannot name 

particulate or snicker 

 

Nonetheless one 

must eat 

 

It goes 

without saying 
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John Pluecker 

 

 

What is remembering a book. What is a character, a particular sense of 
sadness or isolation. The image of a woman in a canoe in the middle of a misty 
lake. I imagine mist. I read the book months ago, and I have not picked it up 
since then, because life rolls on and there are meetings to interpret and 
friends and family who need things done. Even now, I am not still. I am in a 
van headed out from San Antonio to interpret this weekend for a solidarity 
delegation to accompany independent labor organizers y trabajadorxs en las 
maquiladoras de Piedras Negras, Coahuila, Mexico. How to remember this 
book: a pot shattering on a wooden floor in an empty house or an overly 
energetic outing at a smalltown grocery or a pot being flung through the air. 
The mind re-orders and re-invents details. What was in the book and what 
was there. A walk through a park that ends in tumult. A particular kind of 
friendship and ornery support between women who met in an urban support 
group. Ancestral traumas and grandmothers. A book is a gentle thing, a period 
of time I spent in a world I may not inhabit again. The reading of the book 
combines with a memory of a summer trip to Montréal, the bike lanes and 
luxuriant Atlantic summertime greenery. Combines with images from a Xavier 
Dolan film of a farm in the Québec countryside. Silos and green grass and a 
pond. How does a book go on inhabiting the mind, take up residence in a small 
region of the body, its narrative an insistent reminder of other ways of being, 
new refusals on the road to something that might one day more closely 
resemble justice. 
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Josina Manu Maltzman 

 

 

Three for the Geese 

 

Sentinel on watch 

Guarding goslings as they march 

Into early light 

  

Goose as Guardian 

Her beady eyes watch in turn 

The world’s passing threats 

  

One black eye staring 

Don’t worry, I hear you hiss 

I respond Fuck off 
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Kris Mason 

 

 

  
 

altar to my grandfather, johnny 

materials: white oak shelf, white candle, three rosemary sprigs from my garden  

in new orleans, two rocks from the st. croix river in minnesota, a cup of water 
 

 

small beauty pushed me even further toward the ancestral healing i've started exploring this 

year. all the moments with the dead coming to her and living thru loss. initially, i wanted to 

create an altar and initiate some kind of connection and healing with my cousin, amy, who 

was murdered by cops two years ago in portland, oregon, and who lived a life shaped by 

trauma before that. but after talking with selma, who has an ancestral practice, i learned that 

amy might not be an ancestor yet and i might not be ready to open up to her - that i will 

need the help of someone in my line who has been ancestralized to connect and start this 

work. i immediately thought of my grandpa, my dad's dad, who is also the grandfather of 

amy. i remember the smell of coffee on him all day long and our shared affection for cats, 

watching him caring for his large vegetable and flower garden, his smile and his eyes, eating 

rice pudding after dinner and learning about the wonder of heavy cream. everyone loved 

him, and he made everyone feel welcome and cared for. i also remember when he died, in a 

bed in his living room, the whole family there. all of his children and their children and their 

children's children. my grandma, my parents, my brother, my aunts and uncles, and all the 

cousins. some of them i'd never really met. amy was there too. we all stayed up all night in 

the dim room with his body. i was fourteen and had never before felt such loss and grief and 

fear. I had never before seen my dad cry. i remember seeing so many people cry publicly 

after that and at his funeral. our pathologically upbeat family took a brief hiatus and we all 

collectively let it out. i remember how it made me cry even more to see and feel everyone 
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else's vivid grief. later that summer, i fooled around with another cousin and started going to 

church for the first time, diving head first into the salvation and the promise. 
 

a year later, amy's dad suddenly died from a heart attack and shortly after that she told her 

mom that he had sexually abused her throughout her life. my parents sat me down to have a 

terrifyingly serious conversation. they told me about amy and asked if he'd ever done 

anything to me. i immediately said no so they wouldn't worry, but secretly i wasn't sure. I 

thought about all the time i spent at that house, and all the time i spent with amy. sleeping in 

her bed, hanging out with her and her friends. she was about 7 years older than me and so 

beautiful and so kind and so cool. was she protecting me from him? i also thought about my 

fear of intimacy, my dysphoria, my tendency to disassociate. did anything happen to me? 

this question would haunt me for another 10 years while my transness slowly came to a 

panicked boil. 
 

now i have a more agnostic, feminist, trans, and maybe ancestral way of framing it all - for 

myself. i don't know. and rape culture and transphobia and colonization are these 

internalized - and intergenerational/transpersonal - poisons that we are all traumatized by in 

some way or another. but i never reached out to amy. and she was in and out of rehab and i 

felt like a world away from her living my queer ass life and losing most of my connections to 

family outside of my parents and brother. i never tried to help her or connect with her. and 

i'm now realizing it's never too late to try. and i'm asking my grandpa for help. 
 

an altar can be a very simple thing. you need fire, water, and something from the earth 

(something alive). you can also put offerings to particular ancestors, favorite foods or drinks, 

images of them, their name. for now i have some rosemary because he loved to garden and 

the rocks from the river in minnesota, because he spent some summers there when he was 

a kid and lived in saskatchewan.  
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lily bo shapiro 

 

small beauty  [ 5.26.18] 

an archive of phone notes written while in various states of change beginning 11 days after 

reading small beauty the first time; edited and arranged 1 day after reading small beauty the 

second time; february 27th, 2018-may 25th 2018; moving through the winter and spring; for 

little green scaly horned lizard babies, ghosts, and the water. 

 

i saw the flags 

i saw myself see the flags 

i saw myself see the flags and choose to engage anyway 

and now i'm feeling the gust of absent air and rushing water through the hole of my 

expectations 

 

FIRE BENDER:  

tend to the flame inside yourself.  

learn to admire and love it.  

learn to honor its infinitely changeable nature.  

so you may direct the force of your heat.  

so you may be warmed by it.  

so you may warm those you love.  

so you may foster growth.  

so you may burn what needs burning. 

 

at what point do i move out of scarcity and gratitude into visioning and gratitude? is it before 

or after the rage starts to hurt? what comes before the rage that might tell you? what would 

a life that follows pleasure and attraction be? how does a life following pleasure and 

attraction include a searching and fearless inventory of your pleasures and attractions? how 

without rage and fear taking hold/over? this too shall pass bb. this too shall pass. 

 

what i've been calling my myelin is also my aura is also my energy is also my what is it 

called in Chinese medicine? there's a name for the sheath. it's there. it's always been there. 

learn it. learn how to tend it. learn how to choose when it is porous when it is open and raw 

when it is tough and resilient. 

 

be vigilant with yourself bo. you are precious. your name means something. what a fucking 

gift. lotus begat precious. 

 

 

when you practice what you might have said, what you'd like to say, how you'd like to be. 

when you manifest alternate pasts and tremendous futures. you need witnesses and you 
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must generate/radiate vast glories of love to hold yourself and your witnesses inside of this 

space of practice. it is all active, energy doesn't disappear, it moves bodies so you must be 

sure to nourish. and be particular, not all practice sessions are for all beings. sometimes it is 

the plants you live with, the cat you visit, the book you are holding, the therapist you pay, the 

12 step room you co-create. your capacity is great and ever growing. i love you. 

 

i am learning how to be social and relational in the realm of the legibly human 

 

in the face of other people I must fortify to meet 

 

i am feeling overwhelmed by my perception of vast difference between us. my reality is 

expanding and sometimes that feels exciting and sometimes that feels serene but right now 

it feels like shit. perhaps it will all feel less epic in the morning after some sleep. 

 

the more i learn about my body the more i come to understand that I am hypermobile and 

so i am prone to pain, tightness, injury. this is related to being an empath maybe. the same 

discipline around strength and compassion are necessary to survive. 

 

beyond a certain point the geography of it all is not clear. but i know straight lines used to be 

a dominant force resisting the circles spinning them into ever tighter spirals. too much. not 

enough. and it's fair, i was hurt, i did hurt and both felt devastating. 

 

there's a level on which i just want to exist inside my own context, and where does that meet 

a voiding of context and where does that meet an expansion of worldings? also, jealousy 

arising. but let's be real, it's not about her. we've met and i liked her, actually i thought 

maybe she and i would see about getting together. what it is is the instability and sapling 

trust between us. that's where i have to hold the specificity of my context. i am not the same 

as you and do not have to be and it does not have to be a grand/dark/complicated narrative. 

lightness abounds. be a light bender. 

 

my life is so much bigger, so much more expansive, so much fuller of possibility than it used 

to be, and yet sometimes i still only feel the smallness. 

when you describe me it is a revelation of your world view. sometimes a revelation of 

devastation, sometimes of glorious love.  

is my body too full? 

do i need to move my body more? 

my mind has so much, circles 

 

circles 

circles 

circles 
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circles 

 

to have literally inherited my mother's pain in my bones in my structure. a skeletal 

inheritance passed down from my mother's back to mine. what else have i inherited 

 

i must heal in relation or my healing will be a bandage not a blood connection. 

 

what is an experiment in joy that loves anger and rage? 

 

i am uninterested in building monuments to myself, more in raveling the monuments 

surrounding 

 

swimming 

swimming 

swimming 

swimming 

swimming 

swimming 

swimming 

 

soon i will be swimming 

soon i will be swimming 

soon i will be swimming 

soon i will be swimming 

 

i'm having a racialized meltdown that resides exactly at the nexus of racial ambiguity as a 

result of white parentage. not enough. too much. elision. you do not get to have me. you do 

not get to have me at all. you did not imagine me and i was never for you. you do not get to 

operationalize me against other poc, you do not get to operationalize me against black and 

indigenous people. the model minority is an insult. the half asian savior baby narrative is an 

insult. you do not get to have me exotic, explaining qi gong, dismembered face, asian eyes, 

so interesting, so different, so other, difficult offputting resistant hostile angry bitch taking up 

too much space. you do not get to have me white, you do not get to tell me you didn't 

realized i identified as a poc. not now. as if it were a choice as if i hadn't spent my entire life 

trying to love myself. elision. be soft bo. 

 

 

i am grieving 

i am mourning 

the energy and heat of rage has dissipated 

i am grieving the relinquished and the relinquishment 
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i am trying to love and fall in love with myself but i'm worried i'm also falling in love with a 

ghostly promise/proposal/imagining/fabulation 

 

i am learning to parent myself and to partner myself and learning the specificities of their 

geographies 

 

feeling sadness can be a kind of motion; thawing. 

 

it is about this thing ayo brought up (in december?). about being the one to provide 

structure to a situation or relationship. how much energetic resource do i have to be doing 

that and what situations and with whom do i want to divvy up that energetic resource? and 

where do i go or what do i do to replenish that resource? what battles do i fight or choose? 

what can i afford to let go, what can i not afford to relinquish? what can I afford to choose? 

what can I not afford to choose? i love you. you've come so far and i know you'll keep 

journeying and transforming. it is glorious to behold and intuit. you are glorious. i love you. i 

am so proud of you. honey. you are full of honey and smoke. 
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Madhu H. Kaza 
 

 
Winter 

 
The weather has softened. With slower winds, the trees look suddenly taller. 

Sometime in winter the weather went missing. 

Weatherless days lined up like tombstones. 

Nor lake, nor sky, nor wind, nor snow, nor ice, nor rain, nor shore. Nor unfinished night of the city. 

* 

On the old footbridge over the Musi River it's 86˚ F today. 

At the gates of the Peddamma Temple in Jubilee Hills it's 86˚. 

At the Police Officers' Mess at Masab Tank it's 86˚. 

At Communist Party India headquarters in Himayatnagar it's 87˚. 

Today in Visakhapatnam it's 84˚. In Puri it's 84˚. In Nagpur it's 86˚. In Guwahati it's 81˚. In Imphal it's 78˚. Sunny.           

No weather in numbers. 

Weather systems are always trying to balance. 

Severe risk of slight weather today. 

A thunderstorm in an unopened box. 

One day I will miss this absence of weather. 

* 

Please use caution as language in the overhead bin may have shifted during the flight. 

* 

Anatomy lessons.  

Returned from warm winter in India to the frigid, dry, static-charged air of North America, my face cracked.  

Air, brittle and metallic. 

When my head split open I found that I was like that statue of Silenus: inside were ornaments and tiny gold statues of the 

gods. (See: Plato) 

When anatomical details are transposed (See: Rembrandt) it means what? 

A body in winter. 

A body in winter, birds and snow. 

When I die, I give my eyes to science. I give my body to the oracle.  
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Marcus Young 楊墨 < 

 

 

 

 

 
https://goo.gl/EQ5syn  

 
 
 
  
 This was my morning dance break today. I did it as a small beauty. 
 

  xo marcus 墨 

 

 

 

 

  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1V719iqNBEQmu1qbuYHaiMVT2VMXD05fG/view?ts=5afb089d
https://goo.gl/EQ5syn
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Moe Lionel < 
 

 

 

 

 
https://vimeo.com/284238565?utm_source=email&utm_medium=vimeo-cliptranscode-

201504&utm_campaign=29220 

 

 

All the regrets of absence.”- jia qing wilson yang, p. 129 Small Beauty 

May 21, 2018 

 

Dear Grandma Mary Lou, 

 

This year, I have remembered you often. I never knew you in body. I have only known my mother 

after your death. You only knew my mother in flesh with a moonbeam egg that would be me. I know 

little of what we hold in common: our height, my mother/your daughter hemorrhaging. 

 

Clots, dark then bright red blood, a rushing, the pulse on the outside of the body: trouble.  

  

https://vimeo.com/284238565?utm_source=email&utm_medium=vimeo-cliptranscode-201504&utm_campaign=29220
https://vimeo.com/284238565?utm_source=email&utm_medium=vimeo-cliptranscode-201504&utm_campaign=29220
https://vimeo.com/284238565?utm_source=email&utm_medium=vimeo-cliptranscode-201504&utm_campaign=29220
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My mother did not want your cremains; she wanted you living. She wants her own body shrouded in 

cloth and placed in dirt. It won't really matter, she reminds me. Do what you have to do; you will after 

all be the living. She says this as if it is the only possibility. 

 

The night before, there were fireworks. I felt no urgency and so I did not go to see them. The next 

day, D. died. No illness, just an aortic dissection. A tear, a split, then gone. A heart that worked and 

then it didn't. A different kind of bleed. Almost tidy. 

 

 

 

 

I hoped I was hallucinating; it seemed the most reassuring option. I do not remember much of that 

actual time. What I recall is fog with sunlight split through: rare clarity in the natural world. Crystalline 

green leaves, red-yellow pollen rubbed on my fingers, the wasp pushing the shell-body: two wings 

for a procession of one. 

 

I was left to comfort your absence in my daily life. Mostly I whirred the same questions. 

 

why why why why why why why why why why 

no no no no no no no no no no no no no no no 

 

The birds never answered. All but the crows le for the winter. 

 

Grandma, what happened to your desire when your grandfather died? How about J.? 

 

You could teach me something about pause, deliberation, and manners (when to use them and when 

to let them go). 

 

Velvet, lace, heat of place and body. 

 

desire desire desire desire desire desire desire 

how how how how how how how how how how 

 

I will put the questions down if you tell me how to keep track time without birds, desire without loss, 

the body without pulse, without bleed. 

 

Love, 

m 
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Sarah Hollows 
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Sun Yung Shin  
           5/16/18 

T H E Y  A R E  H A T C H I N G , a found poem from Small Beauties by Jia Qing Wilson-Yang 

 

S h e  h a d  h e r   

h o u s e  

a n d  I  h a d   

m I n e .   S h e  I s  p u l l I n g   

 

 

b a c k  f r o m   h e r   b o d y ,  

h e r   s k I n   

g e t t I n g  f u r t h e r   

 

 

a w a y .   a   C h I n e s e  

w o m a n  f a r   

 

f r o m   h o m e .   Y o u   c a n ’ t  

j u s t   g o   a h e a d   

a n d   m a k e   

a   w o m a n .   A   c h a n g e  

I n   t h e   w e a t h e r   a n d   s h e   

w o u l d   l o s e   

        h e r   p o s I t I o n .   A n   e x -  
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p l o s I o n   o f   I d e n t I t y . 

 

 

 

W e ’ r e   g o I n g   t o   l I v e    

 

 

 

t h e   d r e a m —  
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Syniva Whitney < 

 

 

 

 

 

 
https://vimeo.com/271021574 

 

 

The Lining  

https://vimeo.com/271021574
https://vimeo.com/271021574
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tc tolbert 
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Yolanda Wisher 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

remembering my great-grandmother's house on maple street in ambler, pennsylvania, lost to/by us. 

featuring my aunt sookie & mother yvonda in their youth. 
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Afterword 

 

The Small Beauty Book Club occurred in my life at a time of intense isolation and 

reflection. After a joyful year of artistic hobnobbing, I’d come back to Ohio on a 

generous fellowship. While grateful, I missed the camaraderie and synergy of my 

brilliant, artsy pals. Moreover, a car accident two weeks into my return made me feel 

especially vulnerable, house-bound, and distant. 

 

Books are always my friends. So, I proposed a book to activate community. Described 

by Morgan M. Page as “a quiet, gorgeous meditation on grief, race, and community,”  

Jia Qing Wilson-Yang’s Small Beauty seemed the perfect book club choice. I liked that it 

was set in a small town in Canada; that it would feature cousins; reveal family secrets; 

engage grief; and support both a small, independent press and a trans woman of color 

author and protagonist. It seemed to be a book grounded in identity, without rehearsing 

the same tropes or formulas about identity. I also really liked the cover. (So pretty!)  

I hadn’t read it but had heard good things. 

 

In late January 2018, I sent an e-mail to a large group of folks, set up a Facebook page 

(which almost no one used), and a Google Doc (more successful) to share introductions, 

favorite quotes and emerging creative ideas. After some logistical Jenga, we had our 

book club meetings in March. I facilitated four conversations in multiple states and time 

zones. Each conversation consisted of 4-5 people along with me, some of whom were 

very close friends (or lived together), others who had never met. 

 

We talked about the significance of the goose and the dog in the text, queer history, the 

rural as harrowing, the missing mother, the United States as a southern space, Chinese-

American visibility, trans-solidarity, grids of shadow and light, French exits, and other 

juicy things. We also made connections to Renée Gladman’s Calamities, Adrian Piper, 

Bebe Miller, Xavier Dolan movies, the Bespoken Bones podcast, We Want the Airwaves, 

and more. 

 

I loved every minute! Our book club meetings materialized heart-centered artistic 

community and yielded dances, poems, letters, and art works. I can’t wait to continue 

this project with other books through the No. 1. Gold collective. For now, I want to thank 

Jia Qing Wilson-Yang for her rich novel and my fellow members of the Small Beauty 

Book Club for reading, discussing, and creating with me.  It took a minute to gather 

everyone’s creations, and even longer for me to compile them. But it was so worth it! 

 

This small project brought large beauty into my life. 

  

Gabrielle Civil 

August 2018 
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Bios (Book Club Introductions from our Google Doc) 

 

Aisha Sabatini Sloan first encountered Gabrielle Civil when she (Gabrielle) was a 

moderator on a panel at the Walker Art Center and Aisha cannot believe her luck that 

she is now having a conversation about CREATIVITY with so many incredible people 

while Gabrielle is wearing a fantastic shade of lipstick. Aisha is sitting on a blue lawn 

chair in Tucson but will soon be in Ann Arbor with Hannah (see below) and Jam. And 

Baldwin. 

Anna Martine Whitehead is a lightskinded black cis woman of slippery gender who 

writes and makes performances in Chicago about blackness, queerness, time, space, 

and presence/absence. She enjoys Ethiopian food and swimming in the ocean. Because 

she adjuncts during the semester -- i.e., is perpetually not going deep into anything she 

reads unless it relates directly to work-- she’s very pumped about this club. 

Ching-In Chen is a genderqueer Chinese American poet & blurry writer/maker with 

affection for caffeinated teas & dreaming about a wide range of food-making.They are 

the author of The Heart’s Traffic and recombinant as well as co-editor of The Revolution 

Starts at Home: Confronting Intimate Violence Within Activist Communities and Here is a 

Pen: an Anthology of West Coast Kundiman Poets. They are a poetry editor for the 

Texas Review and can be found online at www.chinginchen.com  

Dennie Eagleson is a photographer, post educator, and homesteader living on a few 

acres in Ohio with my partner (also white, male), a gorgeous white German Shepherd 

named Gus (Mingus) and 5 Americauna chickens.  Gabrielle Civil is known for pulling 

me into unfamiliar worlds and reminding me to live LARGE. 

Essie Schlotterbeck is a queer youth worker, bicycle mechanic and dreamer. Hailing 

from the foothills of central Maine and currently living in south Minneapolis. 

Gabrielle Civil is a black feminist poet, writer, and performance artist originally from 

Detroit, MI. The convener of the Small Beauty book club, she is a bookfool and loves 

everyone who has decided to join her on this project. 

The aim of her work is to open up space. 

Hannah Ensor is a poet who just moved “home” to Ann Arbor, Michigan from her last-

six-years “home” of Tucson, AZ. Does this reading next to a sweet dog named Jam. Is 

cold. Loves GC for her magic. 

Heather Christle is a poet, a New Englander who’s lived in a small Ohio village for the 

past five years. 

http://www.chinginchen.com/
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John Pluecker is a writer, translator, artist, and co-founder of Antena and Antena 

Houston. His most recent book-length translations are Gore Capitalism (Semiotext(e), 

2018) and Antígona González (Les Figues Press, 2016), and he has published many 

chapbooks, zines, and one full-length book of poetry and image, Ford Over (Noemi 

Press, 2016).  

Josina Manu Maltzman is a carpenter, writer, and rabble-rouser ---- in no specific 

order.  Queer, gender queer, Ashkenazi and anti-zionist.  Jo lives on un-ceded Dakota 

Territory with three other humans, a handful of dogs, occasionally my sweetie and lots of 

stories.   

Kris Mason is a white, trans, queer artist loving and living in new orleans with Sarah 

Hollows, making things out of wood, learning more about healing, discovering house 

plant parenthood, thinking about future(s) 

lily bo shapiro, 3rd gen american born chinese/ashkenazi performance oriented, book + 

cat loving, ginger tea tonic makingdrinking person born and raised in nyc. i love love 

love you gabrielle. thank you for convening <3 

Born in Andhra Pradesh, India into a Telugu speaking family, Madhu H. Kaza is a 

Mexican Essayist who writes in English, mostly in New York. The imaginary part of her 

family hails from Denmark and books are her best friends. She is the editor of Kitchen 

Table Translation, an anthology that explores connections between translation and 

migration and is at work on a novel entitled Afterlife. 

Marcus Young 楊墨 Hong Kong, San Francisco, Des Moines, now the Twin Cities for 

more than 30 years. Behavioral artist. Sorta Buddhist, pretty gay, beginner tea student. 

Love Dragonwell and oolong, Tao renditions (especially Ursula’s), kung fu and sci-fi 

movies, baths, waterfalls, and international airports. I once lived in a museum 24/7 for 10 

days. I’m reading a novel again for the first time in a very long time. Thank you, 

Gabrielle. 

Moe Lionel is a writer and a nurse who does not believe in an asterix for his body 

(though appreciates the shape of punctuation). his favorite ghosts to have conversations 

with include his recently departed beloved and his grandmothers who have a lot to say 

about white femininity, gay men, and body-desire. 

Sarah Hollows writes poetry and queer love letters, makes art to activate empathy (to 

wonder about how empathy works), makes food to make community, investigates the 

miracle of existence, is trying to communicate with her great (GAY) aunt Helen and to 

locate herself in the remnants of her ancestors, lives and loves in New Orleans with Kris 

Mason, feeds and cries with Mona, is healing and learning about how to metabolize 
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decolonization from within a white body, loves Gabrielle Civil in all the space that her art 

opens   

Sun Yung Shin poet | editor from the Korean peninsula, lives in sunny Minneapolis w/ 

partner and some kids, co-directs Poetry Asylum. I love you, Gabrielle Civil!  

Syniva Whitney: performance maker + interdisciplinary artist. Gender Tender is the 

name Syniva gave to their dream of a queer-centric performance project that holds 

space for queer and trans artists and friends to create work in a rigorous, adaptable and 

supportive environment. Embodiment practices, dance improvisation and sculptural 

choreographic techniques are a part of their method. Based in Seattle. 

tc tolbert - trans, genderqueer sometimes dancer and poet. Wildly in love with 2 pitbulls 

and raising them with my human love in tucson (originally from hixson, tennessee). So 

excited to meet and create with y’all! 

 yolanda wisher... poet. musician. bandleader. curator. low-key genealogist. somebody’s 

mama. blackladyteacher. of philly. sweet tooth. lover of hot showers. 

 

 

 

 


